
 

 
 

October 3, 2012 
 
 
 
 
MEMORANDUM TO:    Mark Tonacci, Chief 
  Licensing Branch 4 
  Division of New Reactor Licensing 
   Office of New Reactors 
 
FROM:  Anthony Minarik, Project Manager  /RA/ 

Licensing Branch 4 
Division of New Reactor Licensing 
Office of New Reactors 

 
SUBJECT:  SUMMARY OF A PUBLIC MEETING WITH SOUTHERN NUCLEAR 

OPERATING COMPANY TO DISCUSS LICENSING ACTIONS 
RELATED TO THE VOGTLE ELECTRIC GENERATING PLANT 
UNITS 3 AND 4 ON SEPTEMBER 19, 2012 

 
The U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) held a Category 1 public meeting on 
September 19, 2012, with Southern Nuclear Operating Company (SNC) to discuss licensing 
actions related to the Vogtle Electric Generating Plant (VEGP/Vogtle) Units 3 and 4, including a 
pre-submittal meeting for license amendment request (LAR) 12-008 and an exemption request 
regarding changes to Table 3.3-1 in Tier 1 of the design control document (DCD).   
 
Enclosed are the meeting agenda (Enclosure 1), the meeting attendees list (Enclosure 2), and 
the draft LAR (Enclosure 3).  Enclosure 3 can be found in the Agencywide Documents Access 
and Management System, (ADAMS) Accession No. ML12261A447. 
 
A summary of the discussion begins on the next page. 
 
 
CONTACT: Anthony Minarik, NRO/DNRL 
  (301) 415-6185 
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Discussion: 
 
The first part of the meeting was a clarification of LAR 12-002.  Denise McGovern, Project 
Manager, Division of New Reactor Licensing, NRC, sought to clarify a question the staff made in 
request for additional information (RAI) Letter No. 1 (ADAMS Accession No. ML12241A355).  
The question originally stated that wording changes to the Final Safety Analysis Report (FSAR) 
should be included in the RAI response, however, the staff has clarified the question to require 
any wording changes to licensing basis documents (including Technical Specifications) to be 
included in the RAI response. 
 
The second portion of the meeting was mostly devoted to Draft LAR 12-008 Tier 1 “Definition of 
Wall Thicknesses.”  The issue is that the current translation of Tier 2 information into the Tier 1 
Table 3.3-1 could be clarified.  The intent of the LAR is to improve the translation by clarifying, 
completing, or correcting information found in the Tier 1 table.  SNC representatives stated that 
this issue has been placed in their corrective action program.  The root cause and extent of 
condition evaluation are ongoing. 
 
The NRC staff from the structural branch was the first to raise questions with the licensee.  They 
asked how the licensee was able to reach the conclusion that there are “no design changes” in 
this LAR.  SNC representatives replied that whenever a question came up regarding possibly 
misinterpreted or missing information in Table 3.3-1, SNC referred back to the staff reviewed 
Tier 2 information and confirmed that the intent of the design was the same.  Because this issue 
involves the AP1000 certified standard design, the NRC confirmed that Westinghouse is 
capturing and reviewing these changes as well.  NRC staff then asked what SNC means in the 
last line of the second paragraph in Section 2, “Detailed Description” (page 2 of the LAR), when 
they say, “b) additional line items for completeness.”  SNC representatives responded with an 
example of what they meant and reinforced that the statement of “completeness” does not apply 
to the design, review, or information submitted to the NRC during the licensing process.  The 
example used changes made to the table regarding Column Line I.  The roof of the building in 
question is sloped, but the height of Column Line I is given as a constant value.  Therefore the 
licensee states that a change from a specific height “to the roof” in Table 3.3-1 makes the 
information “more complete.”  After hearing the response, the staff requested that SNC add a 
line to each item stating whether items are intended as clarifications or corrections made for 
completeness.  SNC representatives responded that Column Line I changes and changes made 
to the table column regarding Radiation Shielding were done for completeness and reiterated 
that there were no design changes or changes to any safety analysis or methodology. 
 
The notes given at the start of the table on the first page of Table 3.3-1 were another topic of 
discussion.  In the LAR, SNC stated that the notes were being “restored,” and that originally the 
notes were supposed to appear on all pages of the appropriate columns (while the explanations 
remained on page 1).  SNC representatives stated that it appears that at some time during the 
various revisions of the AP1000 DCD, these notes were lost and only notes 1, 2, and 3 were 
kept on all pages of the table.  In this proposed LAR, SNC proposes to “restore” 
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Notes 4 and 5 to the remainder of the table and added additional notes as well.  The NRC felt 
that there was some ambiguity in Note 2 and how it related to the basemat thickness, and since 
this LAR is about completeness and clarity, asked if SNC had any plans to address this item.  
SNC representatives stated that they will look into how they can address the NRC’s concern for 
that particular note.  SNC went on to clarify the intent of the notes proposed to be added by this 
LAR (7, 8, and 9), by stating note 7 is trying to say that these locations given in the table are 
general, and not exactly at the intersections of the points referenced in the table.  Additionally in 
the second sentence of note 7, the LAR essentially states that thickness is measured from 
intersection to intersection meaning the thickness of the floor or wall is measured between the 
intersection, because if it included the area of intersection, then the thickness of a measured 
wall would grow to match the length of the floor it is intersecting with or vice versa  (e.g., the top 
part of a capital “T” represents a floor, the bottom part represents an intersecting wall, the 
thickness of the floor at that intersection point would be the length of the bottom portion of the 
“T”).  Note 8 is proposed to be added as an aid to understand the table when it says “to roof” as 
described in the previous paragraph.  SNC representatives explained that note 9 refers to what 
they described as “transition areas.”  These areas are locations along the wall where the 
thickness changes gradually from one thickness to another, or are immediate differences in 
thickness due to wall protrusions or niches. 
 
The NRC staff also raised questions about environmental and radiological issues.  On the 
environmental side the NRC wanted SNC to give more detail regarding their decision that this 
change is, “unrelated to construction.”  SNC representatives replied that if they were to 
construct the plant without this change, it would be built in exactly the same way as it would with 
the change.  For this reason, SNC determined the requested change is administrative, and 
unrelated to construction.  The NRC staff also requested that SNC clarify the details required to 
make their determinations with respect to the environment in future LAR and exemption 
requests.  The NRC staff also requested that the licensee keep in mind that for the 
environmental issues, the differences between the as-built plant layout before the proposed 
change and after the proposed change are what is most important in the review.  The staff also 
reminded SNC to be mindful of differences during construction.  With regard to radiation 
protection, the NRC staff asked if the proper thicknesses (that the Tier 1 information was being 
changed to reflect) were different than those discussed in Chapter 12 of the FSAR.  SNC 
representatives replied that they were not.  The NRC also asked if this LAR had any relation to 
LAR 12-004.  SNC representatives replied no, but added they had withdrawn that LAR and 
planned to resubmit it at a later time. 
 
During the final portion of the meeting, the NRC staff and SNC representatives formulated their 
plans of action going forward.  First, SNC plans to address the NRC’s request for clarity about 
which corrections were needed for clarifications and which were needed for completeness.  
Second, the NRC requested SNC to clarify the note about floor thicknesses and how it would 
relate to basemat thickness.  Third, the NRC wanted to know why a preliminary amendment 
request (PAR) was desired for this LAR.  SNC representatives responded to that concern at the 
meeting by explaining that in the construction space if there is a disagreement between Tier 1 
and Tier 2 information, Tier 1 information takes precedence.  Therefore, if SNC were to place 
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concrete forms of thicknesses 2 feet thicker (in some instances) than what is in the Tier 1 table, 
SNC would feel more comfortable having an NRC no objection letter to a PAR before 
proceeding.  Sarah Barczak, a member of the public and representative of the Southern Alliance 
for Clean Energy, asked the NRC if this LAR and exemption request were specific to the Vogtle 
license.  The NRC replied that the LAR and exemption request will be handled plant-by-plant 
but is not a specific issue.  It is, however, a plant-specific LAR, therefore, in this sense it is a 
plant specific issue.  Unlike during the combined license application (COLA) process this is not 
a standard change and there is no lead plant or reference combined license anymore.  The 
NRC added that any time there is an LAR requested regarding Tier 1 changes, there will be an 
accompanying exemption request.   
 
Docket Nos.:  052-025 
   052-026 
 
Enclosures: 
As stated 
 
cc w/encls:  See next page 
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AGENDA FOR PUBLIC MEETING 
 

U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION (NRC) 
 

Wednesday, September 19, 2012 
 

8:30 a.m. – 10:25 a.m. 
 
 
PURPOSE:   To discuss resolution of issues to support the safety review of Southern Nuclear 

Operating Company’s (SNC) Licensing Actions for Vogtle Electric Generating 
Plant Units 3 and 4 

 
Time     Topic       Led By 

8:30 a.m.   Opening Remarks     NRC 
 
8:35 a.m.   Discussion of Issues     NRC/SNC 
 
10:15 a.m.   Conclusion/Document Actions   NRC 
 
10.25 a.m.   Adjourn 
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LIST OF ATTENDEES 
 
 
Southern Nuclear Company: 
 
Eddie Grant 
Brian Meadors 
Wes Sparkman 
Neil Haggerty 
William Smith* 
Gary Becker* 
Catherine Westgram* 
 
Westinghouse Electric Company: 
 
Brian Bedford 
Thom Ray 
Kurt Schaefer* 
Todd Baker* 
Paul Loza* 
Tim Sokolak* 
 
NRC: 
 
Denise McGovern 
Charles Hinson 
Ed Stutzcage 
Bret Tegeler 
Mohammed Shams 
Lawrence Burkhart 
Michael Brown 
Pravin Patel 
Mark Tonacci 
Mallecia Sutton 
Anthony Minarik 
 
Members of the Public 
 
Joe Gillespie – SCE&G 
Amy Munroe* –SCE&G 
Norm Simms – Duke* 
Sara Barczak – Southern Alliance for Clean Energy* 
 
 
*Via telephone 
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Vogtle Units 3 & 4 Mailing List      (Revised 09/26/2012) 
cc: 

Office of Attorney General Mr. James C. Hardeman 
Law Department Environmental Radiation Program Manager 
132 Judicial Building Environmental Protection Division 
Atlanta, GA  30312 Georgia Dept. of Natural Resources 
       4220 International Pkwy, Suite 100 
Resident Manager Atlanta, GA  30354-3906 
Oglethorpe Power Corporation        
Alvin W. Vogtle Nuclear Plant Lisa Higdon 
7821 River Road Southern Nuclear Op. Co. 
Waynesboro, GA  30830 Document Control Coordinator 
       42 Inverness Center parkway 
Lucious Abram Attn:  B236 
Commissioner - Birmingham, AL  35242 
 Burke's County Commissioner        
P. O. Box 1626 Rita Kilpatrick 
Waynesboro, GA  30830 250 Arizona Ave. 
       Atlanta, GA  30307 
Anne F. Appleby        
Olgethorpe Power Corporation Stephen E. Kuczynski 
2100 East Exchange Place Chairman, President and CEO 
Tucker, GA  30084 Southern Nuclear 
       P.O. Box 1295 
Ms. Michele Boyd Birmingham, AL  35201 
Legislative Director        
Energy Program Mr. Reece McAlister 
Public Citizens Critical Mass Energy Executive Secretary 
  and Environmental Program Georgia Public Service Commission 
215 Pennsylvania Avenue, SE Atlanta, GA  30334 
Washington, DC  20003        
       Mr. Joseph A. (Buzz) Miller 
County Commissioner Executive Vice President 
Office of the County Commissioner Southern Nuclear Operating Company 
Burke County Commission 241 Ralph McGill Blvd. 
Waynesboro, GA  30830 BIN 10240 
       Atlanta, GA  30308-3374 
Director        
Consumer's Utility Resident Inspector 
Counsel Division Vogtle Plant 
Governor's Office of Consumer Affairs 8805 River Road 
2 Martin Luther King, Jr. Drive Waynesboro, GA  30830 
Plaza Level East, Suite 356        
Atlanta, GA  30334-4600 
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Elaine Sikes 
Burke County Library 
130 Highway 24 South 
Waynesboro, GA  30830 
       
Mr. Jerry Smith 
Commissioner 
  District 8 
Augusta-Richmond County Commission 
1332 Brown Road 
Hephzibah, GA  30815 
       
Gene Stilp 
1550 Fishing Creek Valley Road 
Harrisburg, PA  17112 
       
Mr. Robert E. Sweeney 
IBEX ESI 
4641 Montgomery Avenue 
Suite 350 
Bethesda, MD  20814 
       
George B. Taylor, Jr. 
2100 East Exchange Pl 
Atlanta, GA  30084-5336 
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Email 
agaughtm@southernco.com   (Amy Aughtman) 
agbaker@southernco.com   (Ann Baker) 
anfaulk@southernco.com   (Nicole Faulk) 
APH@NEI.org   (Adrian Heymer) 
awc@nei.org   (Anne W. Cottingham) 
Bill.Jacobs@gdsassociates.com   (Bill Jacobs) 
blivey@southernco.com   (Pete Ivey) 
bob.masse@opc.com   (Resident Manager) 
bwwaites@southernco.com   (Brandon Waites) 
chmahan@southernco.com   (Howard Mahan) 
crpierce@southernco.com   (C.R. Pierce) 
cwaltman@roe.com   (C. Waltman) 
dahjones@southernco.com   (David Jones) 
danawill@southernco.com   (Dana Williams) 
david.hinds@ge.com   (David Hinds) 
david.lewis@pillsburylaw.com   (David Lewis) 
david.siefken@hq.doe.gov   (David Siefken) 
dlfulton@southernco.com   (Dale Fulton) 
ed.burns@earthlink.net   (Ed Burns) 
edavis@pegasusgroup.us  (Ed David) 
enweathe@southernco.com   (Beth Thomas) 
erg-xl@cox.net   (Eddie R. Grant) 
G2NDRMDC@southernco.com  (SNC Document Control) 
james1.beard@ge.com   (James Beard) 
jamiller@southernco.com  (Buzz Miller) 
jbtomase@southernco.com   (Janice Tomasello) 
jenmorri@southernco.com  (Jennifer Buettner) 
jim@ncwarn.org   (Jim Warren) 
Joseph_Hegner@dom.com    (Joseph Hegner) 
jranalli@meagpower.org   (Jerry Ranalli) 
jrjohnso@southernco.com   (Randy Johnson) 
jtdavis@southernco.com   (Jim Davis) 
jtgasser@southernco.com   (Jeffrey Gasser) 
karen.patterson@ttnus.com   (Karen Patterson) 
kasslc@westinghouse.com   (Leslie Kass) 
kim.haynes@opc.com   (Kim Haynes) 
KSutton@morganlewis.com   (Kathryn M. Sutton) 
kwaugh@impact-net.org   (Kenneth O. Waugh) 
lchandler@morganlewis.com   (Lawrence J. Chandler) 
ldperry@southernco.com   (Leigh D. Perry 
maria.webb@pillsburylaw.com   (Maria Webb) 
mark.beaumont@wsms.com   (Mark Beaumont) 
markus.popa@hq.doe.gov   (Markus Popa) 
matias.travieso-diaz@pillsburylaw.com   (Matias Travieso-Diaz) 
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mdrauckh@southernco.com   (Mark Rauckhorst) 
media@nei.org   (Scott Peterson) 
mike.price@opc.com   (M.W. Price) 
MSF@nei.org   (Marvin Fertel) 
nirsnet@nirs.org   (Michael Mariotte) 
nlhender@southernco.com   (Nancy Henderson) 
Nuclaw@mindspring.com   (Robert Temple) 
patriciaL.campbell@ge.com   (Patricia L. Campbell) 
Paul@beyondnuclear.org   (Paul Gunter) 
pbessette@morganlewis.com   (Paul Bessette) 
rhenry@ap.org   (Ray Henry) 
RJB@NEI.org   (Russell Bell) 
sabinski@suddenlink.net   (Steve A. Bennett) 
sblanton@balch.com   (Stanford Blanton) 
sfrantz@morganlewis.com   (Stephen P. Frantz) 
sjackson@meagpower.org   (Steven Jackson) 
skauffman@mpr.com   (Storm Kauffman) 
sroetger@psc.state.ga.us   (Steve Roetger) 
stephan.moen@ge.com   (Stephan Moen) 
taterrel@southernco.com   (Todd Terrell) 
tcmoorer@southernco.com   (Thomas Moorer) 
tlubnow@mpr.com   (Tom Lubnow) 
Tom.Bilik@nrc.gov   (Thomas Bilik) 
tomccall@southernco.com   (Tom McCallum) 
TomClements329@cs.com   (Tom Clements) 
Vanessa.quinn@dhs.gov   (Vanessa Quinn) 
Wanda.K.Marshall@dom.com   (Wanda K. Marshall) 
wasparkm@southernco.com   (Wesley A. Sparkman) 
whelmore@aol.com   (Bill Elmore) 
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